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Abstract. In this paper, we present Semano — a generic framework for anno-
tating natural language texts with entities of OWL 2 DL ontologies. Semano
generalizes the mechanism of JAPE transducers that has been introduced within
the General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) to enable modular devel-
opment of annotation rule bases. The core of the Semano rule base model are
rule templates called japelates and their instantiations. While Semano is generic
and does not make assumptions about the document characteristics used within
japelates, it provides several generic japelates that can serve as a starting point.
Also, Semano provides a tool that can generate an initial rule base from an ontol-
ogy. The generated rule base can be easily extended to meet the requirements of
the application in question. In addition to its Java API, Semano includes two GUI
components — a rule base editor and an annotation viewer. In combination with
the default japelates and the rule generator, these GUI components can be used by
domain experts that are not familiar with the technical details of the framework
to set up a domain-specific annotator. In this paper, we introduce the rule base
model of Semano, provide examples of adapting the rule base to meet particular
application requirements and report our experience with applying Semano within
the domain of nano technology.

1 Introduction

It is widely acknowledged that finding particular information within unstructured nat-
ural language documents is significantly harder than finding it within structured data
sets. Despite the impressive state of the art in the area of intelligent information infras-
tructure, accessing information enclosed within natural language documents remains a
big challenge. For instance, if we are looking for scientists married to politicians on the
Web using the Google search engine, we get back results that cover in detail the topic of
same-sex marriage. However, we do not get back a single document that mentions mar-
riage between scientists and politicians. In contrast, if we look within documents that
contain the relevant information in form of semantic annotations — markup indicating
the meaning of document parts — we can find relevant results by means of structured
queries.

In recent years, semantic annotations have significantly gained in popularity due to
the Schema.org3 initiative and semantic wikis such as Semantic MediaWiki [9]. Despite
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the very recent introduction of Schema.org, around 30% of web pages crawled by Bing4

early this year include semantic annotations [12].
While semantic annotations can be easily added to dynamically generated content

on the Web, a considerable proportion of digital information is stored as natural lan-
guage. For instance, PubMed – the online database of biomedical literature [20] – cur-
rently comprises over 23 million entries and continues growing at a rate of 1.5 publi-
cations per minute [18]. As a consequence, this information is inaccessible for a wide
range of important applications.

In the recent years, considerable effort has been invested into research on extracting
structured information from natural language resources. Numerous domain-specific and
corpus-specific information extraction (IE) systems have been developed in the past to
give rise to valuable, high-quality data sets such as Yago [17], DBpedia [4] and a large
part of the Freebase [5] data set. These data sets are being intensively used by the
community for a wide range of applications. For instance, the latter is being used by
Google to enhance certain search results.

While those IE systems demonstrate that extracting high-quality structured data
from unstructured or semi-structured corpora is possible in principle, the development
of such systems involves a substantial amount of work. Recently, numerous tools have
emerged facilitating the development of IE systems. Among them is General Archi-
tecture for Text Engineering (GATE) [6] – an open source framework for the develop-
ment of IE systems. GATE has over 100,000 users5 and around 70 plugable compo-
nents. GATE supports the development of systems that annotate documents — record-
ing specific characteristics of text within a document. The focus of this framework are
ontology-based semantic annotators — systems that identify and record occurrences of
ontology entities within documents.

At the core of the GATE framework are JAPE transducers — generic annotators
that manipulate annotations within documents in accordance with a set of annotation
rules provided by user. We refer to this set of rules as a rule base. While the mechanism
of JAPE transducers can notably speed-up the development of annotators by reducing
the amount of code that needs to be written, it still takes a considerable amount of work
to develop a comprehensive rule base. The reason for this is the rule base model of
JAPE transducers which does not support modularity. In particular in case of ontology-
based annotators, JAPE rule bases tend to contain a significant amount of redundancy.
As rules usually undergo numerous revisions, modifications are very common in rule
base development. Thus, the lack of modularity results in substantial cost.

In this paper, we present Semano — a framework that can significantly reduce the
effort of rule base development by enabling modularity. Semano is a modular rule store
that has been designed to efficiently support the development of ontology-based anno-
tators. The core of Semano are Japelates — JAPE-style rule templates — and Japelate
instantiations — statements that define actual annotation rules by binding Japelate pa-
rameters to concrete values. As we will discuss in our paper, representing a rule base as
Japelates and their instantiations significantly reduces redundancy within the rule base.
For instance, the Semano representation of our example rule base NanOn is by an order
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of magnitude smaller due to the reduced amount of redundancy and is notably easier to
update in comparison to its representation as a JAPE rule base. A further improvement
is achieved in Semano by introducing abstract instantiations — japelate instantiations
that bind only the values of certain parameters and can be reused in other instantiations
— and variable number of arguments in analogy to varargs in programming languages
such as Java.

Another important contribution of Semano to the community of GATE users is a
module for accessing OWL 2 DL ontologies within GATE. Currently, GATE provides
only a rudimentary support for ontology-based annotation. The built-in ontology mod-
ule is based on OWLIM [3], which supports RDF(S) and a fragment of OWL Lite. This
is a notable limitation as many domain-specific ontologies make use of more expres-
sive ontology languages. Semano overcomes this limitation and introduces support for
OWL 2 DL ontologies. Since many annotation rules rely on class hierarchies within
ontologies, Semano can classify ontologies prior to document annotation. For this task,
Semano has a choice of six different built-in reasoners. This is an important feature,
as different reasoners work best for different fragments of the OWL 2 DL ontology
language [2].

Further, Semano provides two GUI components — a rule base editor and an annota-
tion viewer. They build on the GATE framework and enable an efficient use of a Semano
rule base within GATE-based applications. The rule base editor provides a convenient
way of exploring and extending the rule base. Its core features are assistance in creating
japelate instantiations and flexible rule filters. The annotation viewer enables engineers
to efficiently test a rule base on a particular document and update particular rules. In
general, the annotation viewer can serve as a platform for evaluating the quality of gen-
erated annotations and building up a training corpus, which is otherwise significantly
more work.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the impact of ontolo-
gies on the modularity of annotators and give a brief overview of Semano. In Section
3, we present the Semano rule base model and discuss its role in modular rule base
development. In Section 4, we demonstrate how Semano’s default features can be ex-
tended to meet application-specific requirements. Section 5 outlines the annotation of
corpora with Semano and reports our experience of annotating a corpus with the NanOn
rule base. In Section 6, we give an overview of the annotation viewer and the rule base
editor before concluding in Section 7.

The Semano framework including example japelates and a test document is avail-
able at https://github.com/naditina/gate-semano. A demo video showing the main fea-
tures of Semano is also available6.

2 Supporting Ontology-Based Annotation with Semano

Semano has been developed within the context of a project called NanOn. The aim of
NanOn was to annotate scientific literature within the domain of nano technology in
order to make literature search more efficient. Over the course of the project, we found

6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nunxWXgWcBU&feature=youtu.be
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that ontologies bring certain important advantages for document annotation as opposed
to a simple set of semantic labels. In particular, we found the following benefits to be
very prominent:

Class hierarchies: We can use subsumption relationships between classes encoded
within the ontology instead of repeating this information within annotation rules and
annotated documents. If, for instance, the ontology includes the information that a
Scientist is a Person, and we find an occurrence of a Scientist in a document,
then we know that this is also an occurrence of Person. Thus, we do not need to in-
clude the second annotation into our annotated document. We also do not need to in-
clude rules for identifying occurrences of scientists into the set of rules for identifying
occurrences of a person. Thus, systems that rely on class hierarchies within ontologies
are more modular.

Domain and range restrictions: Detecting relations between entities within docu-
ments is a very difficult task. While classes often occur within a document as specific
expressions, e.g., Indium Tin Oxide or ITO, the indication for a relation between en-
tities is typically much more subtle and requires a detailed analysis of the corresponding
document part. Among other things, the precision of relation annotation can be signif-
icantly improved by specifying which types of entities can be related to each other. In
ontologies, this information can be modelled in an natural way as domain and range
restrictions. In NanOn, we found the domain and range restrictions from the ontology
to be indispensable indicators for the corresponding relations in documents. For ex-
ample, the relation materialProperyOf within the expression conductivity of ITO is
easy to detect, but only if we know that conductivity is a MaterialPropery and
ITO is a Material and that materialProperyOf typically connects entities of type
MaterialPropery and Material. In combination with class hierarchies, domain and
range restrictions in ontologies allow us to significantly simplify the development of
annotation rules and foster modularity of IE systems.

Within the NanOn project, an ontology specified in the Web Ontology Language
OWL 2 DL[13] modelling the scientific domain of nano technology has been used to
automatically annotate scientific publications. Within this context, the Semano frame-
work has been developed to specifically address the needs of ontology-based annota-
tion. We found that Semano has helped us to boost the productivity over the course of
rule base development. The core functionality of Semano is accessible via a Java API
as well as through a GUI application loadable within GATE and includes the following:

Generating a generic rule base from an ontology: To speed-up the development
of a rule base, Semano can generate an initial rule base from an ontology that can
serve as a starting point and can be refined into more specific annotation rules. For this
purpose, we use the information within the ontology such as class names, labels as well
as domain and range restrictions. This features can easily be customized or extended to
be based on further information sources.



Accessing and manipulating a rule base: The Semano Java API includes common
manipulation operations for loading, exploring and updating a rule base. All these op-
erations are also available within the Semano rule base editor. It is further possible to
export a rule base in JAPE format for further processing in GATE.

Loading and classifying OWL 2 DL ontologies: To enable the use of OWL 2 DL
ontologies in GATE-based applications, Semano provides a GATE module that is based
on the OWL API [7] and supports numerous formats7. Semano enables the user to
choose a reasoner for classifying a particular ontology. This is important as, depending
on the ontology, the right choice of the reasoner has a notable impact on the overall
performance. For instance, in order to use Snomed CT [16] as a basis for annotation,
Snorocket [10] or ELK [8] have to be selected as other reasoners fail to classify it.
However, for ontologies making use of further OWL 2 DL features, these reasoners
might miss some subsumption relationships as they have not been designed to deal
with the entire set of OWL 2 DL features. Currently, Semano provides access to six
reasoners that can be used for document annotation including HermiT [14], FacT++

[19], Pellet [15], MoRe [1], Snorocket [10] and ELK [8]. In general, Semano can be
easily extended to include further reasoners that implement the corresponding Reasoner
interface in OWL API.

Annotating corpora with a rule base: Semano can be used to annotate documents or
entire corpora with given a rule base and an OWL ontology. Semano builds on JAPE
transducers. It translates the rule base into a JAPE rule base before instantiating a JAPE
transducer. Per default, Semano saves annotated documents in GATE format. However,
it can also export annotations as ontology instances, triples or quads.

GUI components: Semano includes two GUI components — a rule base editor and an
annotation viewer. The former provides convenient means of accessing and updating the
rule base, while the annotation viewer is designed to efficiently support an evaluation
of generated annotations in documents.

In the subsequent sections, we elaborate on selected features of Semano. In partic-
ular, we discuss the modularity of Semano rule bases, the two GUI components and
demonstrate how Semano can be used to implement rules that meet application-specific
requirements.

3 Achieving Modularity with the Semano Rule Base Model

The rule base model of Semano builds on the framework of JAPE transducers and
provides an abstraction layer to add support for modularity. Like JAPE rules, Semano
rules operate on annotations enclosed within documents and their characteristics called

7 http://owlapi.sourceforge.net/index.html



1 Phase : metaPropertyOf
2 I n p u t : Ment ion
3 O p t i o n s : c o n t r o l = a p p e l t debug = t r u e
4

5 Rule : ru le113
6 (
7 ( { Ment ion . c l a s s =="Meta_property" } ) : domain
8 ( { Ment ion . c l a s s =="Mater ia l_proper ty " } ) : r a n g e
9 ) : b i n d i n g

10 −−>

11 { . . . 40 more l i n e s o f Java code
12 t o c r e a t e an a n n o t a t i o n . . .
13 }

Fig. 1. JAPE rule for the ontology relation metaPropertyOf

features. The richer the information provided within these annotations, the more infor-
mation can be accessed within Semano rules. In our examples within this section, we
assume that documents have been pre-processed using an English tokenizer, a sentence
splitter, a part of speech (POS) tagger and an orthoMatcher, which are all included
within the standard GATE application ANNIE. Our examples refer to annotations of
type Token, Sentence and Mention. The former annotate distinctive words within the
document with certain characteristics, from which we use category — the POS category
of the token, e.g., NN for noun and JJ for adjective, and string — the actual value of
the token within the document. Annotations of type Mention are generated by Semano
and include arbitrary features set by annotation rules. We use the feature class, which
refers to the ontology entity occurring in the annotated document part.

We now discuss the differences within the rule base model of JAPE transducers and
Semano. To this end, we briefly introduce the former before elaborating on the latter.
Annotation rules passed to JAPE transducers are defined within scripts written in a lan-
guage specifically introduced for programming JAPE transducers, and Java. An exam-
ple of a JAPE script is given in Fig. 1. A JAPE script typically consists of a header (lines
1-3) and a set of rule definitions (line 5 onwards). In this example, we have only one rule
— rule113 — that annotates documents with the ontology relation metaPropertyOf.
Each such rule definition in turn consists of a rule body (lines 6-9) — a JAPE-style
regular expression over an annotation set — and a head (line 11 onwards) — code that
will be executed when the rule body matches a certain part of the document. In Fig.
1, the rule body matches two consecutive annotations of type Mention that record an
occurrence of the ontology classes Meta_property and Material_property, respec-
tively. The rule head is Java code that creates an annotation of type Mention and sets
its features.

While the mechanism of JAPE transducers enables a development of sophisticated
annotation rules, it is not suitable as a basis for large rule bases. The reason for this
is the poor support for modularity, which makes the development of annotation rules
unnecessarily cumbersome. For instance, if we consider the JAPE script given in Fig. 1



and examine other rules developed for NanOn, we notice that 18 rule definitions within
the NanOn rule base are identical except for the values in blue. The most frequently
shared rule structure is used in NanOn in over 16,000 different rules. An even larger
number of rules share a large proportion of the code within the rule head. Thus, while
the functionality provided by transducers is highly valuable for the development of IE
applications, the mechanism of JAPE scripts in its current form leads to a significant
amount of redundancy in rule specifications. Since extension and modification of rule
specifications are rather common in IE development, the problem needs to be addressed
in order to avoid a substantial overhead. In the following, we discuss the mechanisms
developed within Semano to achieve higher modularity.

3.1 Introducing Parameters

The first step taken in Semano to increase modularity of rule bases is introducing param-
eters for rules analogously to parameters of methods which are typical in programming
languages. Semano introduces japelates — rule templates that define the basic struc-
ture of an annotation rule based on a set of parameters. At a later point, a japelate can
be instantiated to form a concrete rule by specifying actual values for the parameters
declared within the japelate. For instance, the JAPE script given in Fig. 1 can be trans-
formed into a japelate consecutiveDomainRangeMatcher that accepts parameters
for the values in blue, i.e., the rule name and two class IRIs. Additionally, we introduce
parameters for the ontology IRI and the relation IRI, which are used within the rule
header. The japelate consecutiveDomainRangeMatcher is shown in Fig.2. Based on
this japelate, can then obtain a definition of rule113 by instantiating it as follows:

1 JAPELATE PARAMETERS:
2 0 : LITERAL , Rule ID
3 1 : LITERAL , Onto logy IRI
4 2 : ENTITY , R e l a t i o n IRI
5 3 : ENTITY , Domain c l a s s IRI
6 4 : ENTITY , Range c l a s s IRI
7

8

9 JAPELATE BODY:
10 Rule : $0$
11 (
12 ( { Ment ion . c l a s s =="$3$" } ) : domain
13 ( { Ment ion . c l a s s =="$4$" } ) : r a n g e
14 ) : b i n d i n g
15 −−>

16 { . . . J ava code r e f e r r i n g t o $1$ and $2$ . . . }

Fig. 2. Japelate consecutiveDomainRangeMatcher.



ru le113 : domainRangeBased ( ht tp : / /www. nanon . de / o n t o l og y / ,
metaPropertyOf , Meta_property , Mater ia l_proper ty )

Within the NanOn rule base, the separation into japelates and rules was very ef-
fective for increasing modularity. Overall, over 17,000 rules instantiated from in total
seven japelates encode the entire NanOn rule base, which otherwise would be repre-
sented by the same number of relatively long JAPE rules. As a result, the NanOn rule
base is not only significantly smaller, but also notably easier to update. For instance,
renaming an annotation feature that is being set within the Java code in the rule head
(lines 11-13, Fig.1) will affect over 1,000 JAPE rules. In contrast, within a Semano rule
base it affects only a few japelates and no rules.

3.2 Variable Number of Arguments

While introducing parameters is already a big step towards modular rule base develop-
ment, the result can be further improved as demonstrated by the following example. We
consider the rule head of the japelate nonINMatcher, which is a simplified version of
the corresponding japelate within the NanOn rule base:

Rule : $0$
(

{ Token . s t r i n g ==~"$3$ ( $4$ ) " , Token . c a t e g o r y != IN}
) : b i n d i n g

This japelate can be instantiated, for instance, by setting $3$ to (?i) and setting $4$
to absorbed|absorption. This will match all annotations of type Token that are not a
preposition (ensured by Token.category!=IN) and whose string value contains either
absorbed or absorption ignoring the case. While this japelate can be used for all terms
consisting of a single word that is not a preposition, we need a new japelate for terms
consisting of n such words. For instance, if we would like to match the term Tin oxide,
we would need a japelate for n = 2. Such a japelate can look as follows:

Rule : $0$
(

{ Token . s t r i n g ==~"$3$ ( $4$ ) " , Token . c a t e g o r y != IN}
{ Token . s t r i n g ==~"$5$ ( $6$ ) " , Token . c a t e g o r y != IN}

) : b i n d i n g

Clearly, these two japelates share a large proportion of code and will need to be
updated in case of a change within the rule head. This problem has been addressed in
the Java programming language by introducing the possibility of methods accepting a
variable number of arguments of the same type. We transfer this notion to japelates as
follows:



Rule : $0$
(

${ Token . s t r i n g ==~"$3$ ( $4$ ) " , Token . c a t e g o r y != IN}$
) : b i n d i n g

This version of the nonINMatcher japelate accepts a variable number of arguments
and repeats the expression enclosed by ${ and }$ while using a different value for pa-
rameter 4 in each line. Within NanOn, this construct has been excessively used to match
annotations against ontology classes whose names consist of more than one word.

3.3 Abstract Instantiations

The introduction of parameters and variable number of arguments help to reduce the
amount of JAPE code within a rule base. However, it should be observed that there
is a trade-off between the redundancy within japelates and the redundancy within the
actual rules: by introducing an additional parameter, we might be able to reduce the
number of japelates and the redundancy within those, but we also increase the number
of arguments that need to be passed within each japelate instantiation. For instance, we
could generalize two japelates that are identical apart from one single expression (A
and B in Fig.3) into a single japelate by introducing a parameter within this expression
(expression C in Fig.3).

${ Token . s t r i n g ==~"$3$ ( $4$ ) " , Token . c a t e g o r y =~NN}$ (A)

${ Token . s t r i n g ==~"$3$ ( $4$ ) " , Token . c a t e g o r y =~ J J }$ (B)

${ Token . s t r i n g ==~"$3$ ( $5$ ) " , Token . c a t e g o r y =~$4$}$ (C)

Fig. 3. Expressions accepting sequences of strings with certain POS tags.

If we have a considerable number of rules that have the same value for parameter
5, the overall redundancy within the rule base will increase. We now have to provide an
additional value for every instantiation of the japelate in question. Moreover, sometimes
it is convenient to be able to update certain values for parameter 5 all at once, e.g. in
order to change the value JJ to JJS in all rules. In order to overcome the problem of
redundancy within japelate instantiations and to provide more flexibility for reusing
rule definitions, Semano introduces abstract instantiations — instantiations that do not
bind all parameters to certain values and in turn need to be instantiated before being
used for document annotation. Fig.4 shows an abstract instantiation seqWithPOS that
includes expression C from Fig.3.

Overall, the Semano representation of the NanOn annotation rules is by an order of
magnitude smaller than its JAPE representation due to the reduced amount of redun-
dancy. It should be noted that the above difference is uninfluenced by the fact that the



1 JAPELATE HEADER:
2 0 : LITERAL , Rule ID
3 1 : LITERAL , Onto logy IRI
4 2 : ENTITY , C l a s s IRI
5 3 : LITERAL , Case i n s e n s i t i v i t y e x p r e s s i o n ( ? i ) o r empty
6 4 : ENTITY , Main e x p r e s s i o n
7

8

9 ABSTRACT JAPELATE BODY:
10 $0$ : seqWithPOS ( $1$ ,$2$ ,$3$ ,NN, $4$ )

Fig. 4. Abstract japelate instantiation seqWithPOS with a concrete value for parameter 4.

JAPE grammar provides the construct MACRO which can be applied to reuse identical
parts within rule bodies. For instance, if the expression in line 7, Fig. 1 occurs several
times within the rule body, we can introduce a MACRO and use it instead of the above
expression. While this construct can be useful in large rule bodies, within the NanOn
rule base we did not encounter a single rule body with two or more identical parts.

4 Extendability of Annotation Features

To maximize the recall and precision achieved by an ontology-based annotator, it is
usually necessary to optimize the rule base for a particular corpus, ontology and the
particular application requirements in question. Consequently, the concrete characteris-
tics of the generated annotations can vary significantly from application to application.
Semano is a generic framework and accounts for the diversity of application require-
ments. In particular, it does not make any assumptions about application-specific anno-
tation features, which can be used in japelates in the same way as the default features.
In this section, we discuss how japelates can be extended to implement application-
specific annotation rules.

Semano provides a selection of generic default japelates that can serve as a starting
point for developing a rule base and can be extended into application-specific ones. In
our example, we are using the default japelate domainRangeMatcher shown in Fig. 5.
This japelate finds sentences enclosing an occurrence of a domain and a range class for
a particular ontology relation.

Fig. 5 shows how a selection of default features are set in annotations of type Men-
tion (lines 19-26). In addition to the ontology IRI (line 19) and the IRI of the ontology
relation (line 23), which are set from the parameters 1 and 2, the japelate sets the ref-
erences to the two entities connected to each other by this relation (lines 21-22). It also
sets some meta information that is interpreted by the Semano annotation viewer pre-
sented in Section 6. For instance, it records that this annotation has been created by
Semano (as opposed to annotations created manually by an engineer) and which rule
and japelate have been used.

We now demonstrate how we can add a confidence value to annotations by extend-
ing domainRangeMatcher. In NanOn, we found it useful to be able to assign confi-



1 JAPELATE PARAMETERS:
2 0 : LITERAL , Rule ID
3 1 : LITERAL , Onto logy IRI
4 2 : ENTITY , R e l a t i o n IRI
5 3 : ENTITY , Domain c l a s s IRI
6 4 : ENTITY , Range c l a s s IRI
7

8 JAPELATE BODY:
9 Rule : $0$

10 ( {
11 S e n t e n c e c o n t a i n s { Mention . c l a s s =="$3$"} ,
12 S e n t e n c e c o n t a i n s { Mention . c l a s s =="$4$"}
13 } ) : b i n d i n g
14 −−>

15 {
16 . . . J ava code t o i n i t i a l i z e some a n n o t a t i o n f e a t u r e s . . .
17

18 g a t e . FeatureMap f e a t u r e s = F a c t o r y . newFeatureMap ( ) ;
19 f e a t u r e s . p u t ( " o n t o l o g y " , "$1$" ) ;
20 f e a t u r e s . p u t ( " a u t o a n n o t a t i o n " , " t r u e " ) ;
21 f e a t u r e s . p u t ( " domain " , doma inAnno ta t i on . g e t I d ( ) ) ;
22 f e a t u r e s . p u t ( " r a n g e " , r a n g e A n n o t a t i o n . g e t I d ( ) ) ;
23 f e a t u r e s . p u t ( " r e l a t i o n " , "$2$" ) ;
24 f e a t u r e s . p u t ( " l a n g u a g e " , " en " ) ;
25 f e a t u r e s . p u t ( " r u l e " , "$0$" ) ;
26 f e a t u r e s . p u t ( " j a p e l a t e " , " domainRangeMatcher " ) ;
27

28 . . . J ava code c r e a t i n g t h e a n n o t a t i o n . . .
29 }

Fig. 5. Japelate domainRangeMatcher with confidence values.

dence values to annotation rules. Along other things, this enabled us to divide the entire
rule base into precise and recall-boosting annotation rules. The former aim at identify-
ing only candidates with a high chance of being correct and tend to be very specific.
In contrast, the latter rules aim at identifying as many potential candidates as possible
and are deliberately vague. We found recall-boosting rules to be very helpful at an early
stage of rule base development to identify candidates for precise annotation rules. In
fact, many precise annotation rules within the NanOn rule base that aim at identifying
ontology relations are concretizations of recall-boosting rules.

One way to add a confidence feature to an annotation would be to set a particular
value within the japelate, for instance, by adding the following line after line 26, Fig. 5:

f e a t u r e s . p u t ( " c o n f i d e n c e " , " 0 . 2 " ) ;

This would be sufficient if all rules instantiating this japelate have the same con-
fidence. However, later, we might notice that the confidence varies depending on the
ontology relation in question. For instance, this japelate might yield good results for



materialPropertyOf, but rather poor results for hasFabricationProcess as the
latter relation has the same domain and range as another relation inputMaterialOf.
To make it possible to set the confidence value in a rule rather than a japelate, we can
add a parameter for confidence value after line 6, Fig. 5:

5 : LITERAL , C o n f i d e n c e v a l u e

and then set the confidence of the annotation to parameter 5 as follows after line 26,
Fig. 5:

f e a t u r e s . p u t ( " c o n f i d e n c e " , "$5$" ) ;

As we expect this japelate to serve as a basis for recall-boosting rules rather then precise
ones, we might find it cumbersome to repeat a low confidence value in numerous rules.
In that case, we can add an abstract instantiation, e.g., domainRangeMatcherLowConf,
which fixes confidence to some low value as shown in Fig. 6.

1 JAPELATE HEADER:
2 0 : LITERAL , Rule ID
3 1 : LITERAL , Onto logy IRI
4 2 : ENTITY , R e l a t i o n IRI
5 3 : ENTITY , Domain c l a s s IRI
6 4 : ENTITY , Range c l a s s IRI
7

8 ABSTRACT JAPELATE BODY:
9 $0$ : domainRangeMatcher ( $1$ ,$2$ ,$3$ ,$4$ , 0 . 2 )

Fig. 6. Abstract japelate instantiation domainRangeMatcherLowConf.

Thus, we can use the more flexible japelate domainRangeMatcher for rules with a
low confidence value, while not having to repeat frequently occurring confidence values
in other rules.

5 Semano in Action

We used Semano to annotate all volumes (1-12) of the Journal of Applied Physics from
2009 with the NanOn rule base. In total, the corpus consists of 3,358 articles. We pre-
annotated the corpus with the standard GATE application ANNIE. On average, after this
step each article contained around 8,000 annotations. Subsequently, we annotated the
corpus with the NanOn rule base, which included 17,292 rules. On average, each rule
within the rule base had 7 arguments.

The default workflow of corpus annotation is shown in Fig. 7. First, rules and
japelates are compiled into JAPE files. Then, a set of transducers is initialized with
a classified OWL ontology and the JAPE files produced in the previous step. Subse-
quently, they are run on the document corpus. During the initialization of transducers,
GATE compiles JAPE scripts into binary Java code, which can take some time for a
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Fig. 7. Annotating a corpus with Semano

large rule base. Annotated documents are saved as XML files in GATE format and can
be viewed and evaluated with the Semano annotation viewer as described in Section 6.

The annotation has been carried out on a MacBook Pro notebook with 16 GB of
memory and 2.3 GHz Intel Core processor and yielded around 1000 ontology annota-
tions per document, which corresponds to one ontology annotation for every four words
within a document. The compilation of japelates and rules into JAPE files took in total
24 seconds for the entire rule base. The initialisation of transducers took in total 215
seconds. Thus, the additional time required for compiling japelates and rules into JAPE
files is small in comparison to the overall initialization time. In our evaluation, we used a
parallelized version of Semano, which has internally initialized four JAPE transducers.
The annotation of the corpus with this parallelized version took on average 19 seconds
per document, which was 2.8 times faster than a single JAPE transducer that has been
initialized in a usual way through GATE (54 seconds). We conclude that, on a machine
with multiple cores, it is worthwhile parallelizing the annotation with Semano in order
to speed up the annotation of large corpora.

6 GUI components

In this section, we give an overview of the two GUI components within Semano — the
annotation viewer and the rule base editor.

6.1 Annotation Viewer

Evaluating generated annotations is a crucial task in IE development. Appropriate soft-
ware support is essential as it can take up a significant proportion of the overall project



Fig. 8. Semano Annotation Viewer

budget. Semano includes an annotation viewer that has been developed to make this
process as efficient as possible. Fig.8 shows its general User Interface.

Supporting the evaluation of generated annotations is the key purpose of the annota-
tion viewer. Given a GATE document, an ontology and a rule base, Semano annotation
viewer highlights the relevant annotations within the current document and enables the
engineer to record his/her feedback about their correctness. It provides a flexible way
to filter the highlighted annotations within the document. For instance, it is possible to
de-highlight annotations for particular japelates, rules and ontology entities.

Often it is during the evaluation of annotations that errors in rules or examples for
further annotation rules are encountered. To support an efficient update of the rule base,
the annotation viewer enables editing rules used within generated annotations or adding
a new rule to the rule base and applying it to the current document. In this way, the new
rule can be tested immediately after its creation. A rule-wise document annotation is
also significantly faster than the annotation with the entire rule base.

In addition to the above features, the annotation viewer provides a shortcut for an-
notating the current document with the entire rule base and ontology and exporting the
annotations as ontology entities.

6.2 Rule Base Editor

In case of large rule bases, finding a particular rule becomes difficult. The Semano
rule base editor provides flexible filters that enable an engineer to explore a particular
part of the rule base. Further, it provides a convenient way of updating, adding and
deleting rules from the rule base. Among other things, it assists the user in instantiating



a particular japelate, for instance, by auto-completing the entity names for parameters
of type ENTITY based on the available entities within the ontology.

7 Summary and Future Work

In this paper, we have discussed the role of ontologies within IE systems and presented
Semano, which is a generic framework for ontology-based annotation. We have dis-
cussed various features of Semano such as its module for accessing OWL 2 DL ontolo-
gies within the GATE framework and access to services of various reasoners. We have
presented Semano’s rule base model and have discussed its role in modular rule base
development. We have also discussed the generality of Semano and have shown an ex-
ample of how this model can be used to implement rules given particular requirements.

We have further outlined the features of the two GUI components — a rule base
editor and an annotation viewer — that provide a convenient access to a Semano rule
base and Semano-generated annotations within documents, respectively. Overall, we
can conclude that various features of Semano, in particular the modular rule base model,
can help to significantly reduce the budget required for developing ontology-based an-
notators. In case of our example rule base NanOn, we have observed a significant in-
crease in modularity: NanOn was by an order of magnitude smaller and significantly
easier to update than its representation as a JAPE rule base, which is the original GATE
rule base model.

As for any software framework, there are numerous features that could be added to
Semano. One such feature is a more flexible type system for japelate parameters, which
could be used to assist the engineer in creating japelate instantiations. Another direction
for extending the functionality of Semano is to enable import of declarative ontology
lexica such as lemon lexica [11].
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